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Castello di Constantino

All Suite Deluxe Mountain Resort & Thermae ~ Wellness ~ SPA
Agistro, Serres, Greece

... The idea for the resort appeared looking at my 'childhood toy' a 'castle' that I used to play with when I 
was young ...

... Castello di Constantino is so close to nature that the forest starts just a few metres from the Castello. 
That's where we will create a hotel with byzantine architecture with both Macedonian and Medieval 
influences, a true replica of a period castle. Trust me the architecture and atmosphere will leave you 
truly speechless. The view is an amazing combination of a hilly pasture and a fairytale land as if it is 

from an olden day painting. ...

Thank-you from the bottom of my heart,
I wish you well in all you do

Warmest regards,
Constantinos, Family and Associates

 



Description
Castello di Constantino is Constantinos' own inspiration 

Constantinos is a man with an eye for details, who does what he does with love. He graduated the Higher School of 
Hotel and Gastronomy Management in Munich, and he has a master's degree in Tourism Leisure Management 

Development. He has also taken part in several seminars and conferences that makes him one of the most sought 
after general managers in his country. He also has exquisite knowledge of cooking and wine.

Castello di Constantino, as with all of his creations, will be created with care and love. It will be a 5* all suite 
hotel, there will be a reception area, coffee shop, restaurant, a byzantine and ottoman style SPA, a library, gym and 

all the facilities of a hotel of its class.

The architecture will be a replica of a byzantine castle with Macedonian and medieval influences. The architecture 
is a result of ideas from both Constantinos and his associates, that are born of his love for period architecture. 

The philosophy behind the workings of the hotel will be the perfect aesthetics of the period and the friendly and 
warm services for the visitors. The common areas will be lit by candlelight, to stay in keeping with the feeling of 

olden times. The food served in the restaurant will be both Constantinos' own and international recipes, and created 
with only the purest ingredients. It will be influenced by quality music and in general the whole atmosphere will 

remind you of a different time with different ways...

The SPA will be unique, we will turn back time and take you on a journey where east meets west and west and east 
merged together in a byzantine SPA, with Roman warmth in an ottoman hammam...let your imagination take you to 

a place in time where you can taste the ceremonies of the past.

All public areas and rooms will be assessable for the disabled, also the main source of energy for heat and cooling 
will be geothermal along with solar power, and the building materials will be completely ecological. 

Once again we will create another place where we you wont be guests but friends. The hospitable environment 
together with the service, the architecture and the exquisite taste will make you feel so comfortable that for sure 

you will trust us again. 

There will be so many surprises that you can share with enthusiasm and pleasure with your friends. 
Like a time portal, come to escape and leave your senses to take you to a magical world where myths and dreams 
come true and make your memories and present seem magical, as if they are from a child's fairytale...welcome to 

Castello di Constantino. 

A Few Words About the Area

The Agistro boundaries are a stone's throw away from the Greek ~ Bulgarian border, and the village is known for 
its thermal springs that that are famous for their healing qualities.The village's is surrounded by hills rich in 

vegetation and this, in combination with the thermal springs and good food, render it a popular destination for both 
winter and summer escapes. It's worth mentioning that it's one of the few places in Greece where you can reach the 

mountains easily by road. despite being surrounded by green hills.



...Like a time portal, come to escape and leave your senses to take you to a 
magical world where myths and dreams come true and 

make your memories and present seem magical, as if they are from a child’s 
fairytale...welcome to Castello di Constantino...



...the idea for the resort appeared looking at my 'childhood toy' a 'castle' that I 
used to play with when I was young...



 

…byzantine architecture with both Macedonian and Medieval 
influences, a true replica of a period castle…



...the architecture and atmosphere will leave 
you truly speechless…



...let your imagination take you to a place in time 
where you can taste the ceremonies of the past...



...the hotel will be the perfect aesthetics of the period and the friendly 
and warm services for the visitors...

Constantin’s Fairytale Collection Suites
The Junior Suite



...Once again we will create another place where you won’t be 
customers but friends...

Constantin’s Fairytale Collection Suites
The Grand Suite



...The hospitable environment together with the service, the architecture and 
the exquisite taste will make you feel so comfortable that for sure you will 

trust us again...

Constantin’s Fairytale Collection Suites
The Honeymoon Suite



...All public areas and rooms will be assessable for the disabled, also 
the main source of energy for heat and cooling will be 
geothermal along with solar power, and the building materials will be 
completely ecological…



...Castello di Constantino is so close to nature that the forest starts just a 
few metres from the Castello, the view is an amazing combination of a hilly 

pasture and a fairytale land as if it is from an olden day painting...



...the common areas will be lit by candlelight, to stay in 
keeping with the feeling of olden times...



...There will be so many surprises that you can share with 
enthusiasm and pleasure with your friends...



...it will be influenced by quality music and in general the whole 
atmosphere will remind you of a different time with different ways...



...Do unto others as you would have others do unto you
Love those around you, without expecting something in return...



...The Castello is surrounded by hills rich in vegetation and this, in 
combination with the thermal springs and the excellent food, render it a 

popular destination for both winter and summer escapes...



The Chapels of Castello di Constantino

One of the priorities at Castello di Constantino is to build the Chapels of
St. Constantinos & Elena

The Chapel of the Immaculate Conception and
The Chapel of St. Nektarios

Do unto others as you would have others do unto you
Love those around you, 

without expecting something in return.

Wedding Receptions at Castello di Constantino

Experience the most beautiful moment of your life in the fairytale world of Castello di Constantino. Travel 
back in time and live magical moments, in a traditional environment with stunning architecture and an atmos-

phere that takes you back to a time of magical worlds, where one moment feels like an eternity in a veil of 
beauty and fantasy. Your vows take place in the Castello's chapel. In case of rain, don't worry, the swimming 

pool area is covered with pergolas. The gastronomic creations of Constantinos will surprise you and your 
guests. Our experience in combination with the unique and perfect service will make your reception unforget-
table. And don't forget, together with our warmest wishes we will offer you the Castello's Honeymoon Suite 

free of charge with many surprises...

We wish you all the best in your lives together,

Warmest wishes,
Constantinos, Family and Associates

and don't forget, those who entrust us with their wedding ceremonies, will have special 
offers for their children's christenings



Tourist Attractions
Agistro ~ Agistro has become the ultimate destination 

for a visitor seeking a truly relaxing experience. 
Located in the town centre is the Agistro «Clock 

Tower», a public Byzantine building that was erected 
under Andronikos Palaiologos III. The Byzatine 

Agistro Spa is the oldest working hamman in Greece, 
dates back to 950 AD and has significant architectural 

influences from the Ottoman conquerors. Agistro’s 
five hammam are amongst the oldest in the country.

Fort Roupel ~ The heroic Fort Roupel is situated a short 
distance away from Agistro. A visitor can visit the fort, 
the section that functions as a museum and the SOUND 
and LIGHT building showing a 20 minute presentation 
regarding the heroic events of the Greek resistance to 

the German troops in April ‘41.
Lake Kerkini ~ Kerkini Lake is one of the largest 

bio-wetlands in Greece with rare natural beauty every 
season of the year and an abundance of wild birds 

including pelicans, wild ducks & herons. 

Sidirokastro Castle ~ The Byzantine castle at 
Sidirokastro, perched on top of Isaris granite rock, 
is the city’s symbol. It was begun in 527 AD by the 
emperor Ioustinianos and completed by Andronikos 

Palaiologos III (1326AD-1341AD).

Lailias Ski Centre ~ The Lailias ski centre is home 
to one of the most important outdoor activities in the 

Serres County.

Lailias Forest ~ The Lailias is the greatest forest 
expanse of the Serres Prefecture, situated on the 
west side of Vrontous mountain and spans over 

33,000.00 acres.

Monastery of St. John the Baptist ~ The Monastery 
of St. John the Baptist Serres was built in 1270 and 

is a testimont to the beauty of Byzatine art.

Alistratis Cave ~ Alistratis Cave contains huge 
stalagmites and stalactites in a variety of colours and 
rare shapes from eccentrics or helictites “defying” the 

natural laws of gravity and following erratic paths. 
The vast amount of rare eccentrics in what makes this 

cave unique amongst others caves in Greece.
Aggitis River ~ Just a mere breath away from the 
manmade entrance to Alistratis cave is the Aggitis 

River gorge, which is the largest tributary of 
Strymonas delta, and is about 75km in length. The 

gorge and Aggitis river are idea for river sports.

Monastery of Panagia Eikosifoinissa ~ The Monstery 
is in a stunning setting at 753m altitude. It is one of 

two holy places in eastern Macedonia that are still the 
destination of numerous faith followers who come to 

pray to the «holy image of Theotokos» and relax in its 
calming environment.

Amphipolis ~ The city was founded by the Athenians 
and was an important Hellenic centre during the 

Macedonian and Roman years. The Amphipolis Lion 
is one of the most important monuments, not just 

for Amphipolis but for Macedonia, and is situated next 
to the west bank of the Strymonas. There is also 

an Archelogical Museum.

Bansko Ski Resort ~ Bulgaria’s Number 1 Ski Resort 
is less than a 2 hour drive away (118 km) 

from Agistro Town
Bansko also offers world class 18-hole golf courses set 

amongst prestine lakes and greenery.

Casino ~ In neighbouring Bulgaria there is a casino, 
just 8 kilometres away. 



Map of Serres County ~ Greece
Distances:

Greek-Bulgarian Border ~ Promachonas 7km

Closest town Sidirocastro 28km    Closest airport Thessalonica (SKG) 134km   
Closest main line train station, Sidirocastro 28km   Closest bus stop, Agistro 

Sidirocastro 28km    Serres Town 50km   Thessalonica 130km    Athens 630km



Castello di Constantino
Agistro Serres, 62300, Greece

Constantinos Ioannidis ~ Mobile: +30 6974 780 751
Tel: +30 23230 41180 Fax: +30 23230 41260

e-mail: cost-ioa@otenet.gr

For further information please visit our website:
www.toarchontikotoukosti.gr


